OPEN ACCESS WITH DE GRUYTER
OPEN ACCESS IS OUR PASSION

- De Gruyter is one of the largest independent academic publishers of open access books.
- More than 2,800 titles as well as 600 journals are openly accessible on degruyter.com.
- Authors can publish open access across the entire portfolio.
- Commitment to sound peer review, rigorous editorial practices, and high-quality author services.
- Open access allows faster publication, as well as increased visibility, readership, and citations.

Open Access is our future and our passion. Our enthusiasm for Open Access, especially Open Access books, goes back more than 15 years. The scholarly community, including authors, libraries, research and educational institutions, and the generally inquisitive, benefit from our publishing expertise, our openness, and our partnership approach.

Carsten Buhr
Managing Director, De Gruyter
AT THE FOREFRONT OF OPEN ACCESS

Highly cited and accessed open access journals

Quickly growing open access book program

Compliant with open access mandates worldwide

All publications undergo single or double-blind peer review

Gold, green and hybrid open access publication options

Open Access with De Gruyter
De Gruyter has established strong bonds with leading international partners to ensure that publications from affiliated authors are compliant with funders’ requirements, and are globally accessible, searchable, and visible:

- Academies & Research Institutes
- Universities
- Libraries
- Museums
- Funding bodies
- Open research infrastructures
After a rigorous peer review, all content types across all disciplines within De Gruyter’s continuously growing portfolio are eligible for open access:

- Monographs and Collected Volumes
- Reference Works such as Handbooks
- Book Series
- Journals
- Databases

In addition to the open access eBook, we offer the publication as a high-quality print edition.
BEST DISSEMINATION IS OUR MISSION

This is what De Gruyter does to boost discoverability and visibility:

- Offering all established Creative Commons Licenses
- Making publication immediately available to global audiences via deguyter.com
- Ensuring the citation of online publications (DOI)
- Indexing in the Directory of Open Access Books/Journals
- Feeding publication platforms such as OAPEN
- Providing specific open access marketing
- Distributing high-quality print editions
OA BENEFITS AT A GLANCE

- Open access research can be read by anyone, anywhere immediately upon publication
- Authors retain copyright
- Increase in downloads and usage
- Higher visibility in search engines
- Enhanced cross-disciplinary exposure
- Integration to curated publishing list
OPEN ACCESS ON THE MOVE
THANK YOU!